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1. Itttroductloa 
In this paper we investigate 3 phenomenon noted in Johnson’s (1971) gee- 
metrical analysis of trade and glrowtb: that a country could undergo a W& 
of its comp2rative advantage over time as a result of the effect of trade 411 its 
growth path.’ Wsing a model more general than his, we show that the W- 
rence of such a reversal requires s’ome instability in the underlyiuggrowth process 
prior to trade. 
In Johnson’s model, trade reversal is rmssible only if the investment good is 
CapitaLintensive. Uzawa (1963), studying the same two-sector model for cr closed 
economy, showed that this capitaslintensity condition could yield trmstable steady 
states. This suggests that there may be a connection bctwecu trade reversal& and 
unstable steady sftates, and that the co~ection may cast doubt on the likelihood 
of trade r~ersaIs ever occurring? 
Indeed, we will show that, if a closed economy is initially in a globally stable 
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steady state, then, when it opens to trade at fixed world prices, trade reversals 
are impossible. Trade reversals sre also impossible if the initial steady state is 
only locally stable, so long as the price change from autarky to free trade is 
small. 
Before Froving the foregoing assertions, it might be useful to give a brief, 
intuitive explanation of the mechanism by which trade reversals may occur. 
2, The wence of trade reversals 
Suppose that an economy, which is initially closed and in steady-state growth, 
opens to trade with a comparative advantage in the consumption-good industry. 
By trading, it CZYI obtain the investment good cheaper than it could be produced 
at home. If savings is a con&nt fraction of income, then this fact, together with 
the usual static gain from trade, implies tbat investment in the country will 
increase. Since it was initially in steadi-state growth, WI:: will now find its 
capital-labor ratio rising. 
Now suppose that the investment goad is capital-intensive, Growth of the 
capital-labor ratio will then cause production to shift toward the investment 
good. IIt is true, of course, that demand for the investment good will also rise 
with the capital-labor ratio, since an increase in the latter also increases both 
income and, savings per capita. B3u.t it is quite possible, as ilhrstrated;more care- 
fully by Johnson, for the increase in production to be greater than the increase 
in demand. As this process continues, then the economy can eventually find 
itself exporiing the investment, good. 
The connection between trade reversals and instability can be illustrated quite 
simply in this example. The opening of trade causes the capital-labor ratio to 
grow 2nd the investment good to be first imported, then exported. There must 
therefore be some point in time, and an associated capital-labor ratio, at which 
there is no trade in either direction. At that instant the economy must be behaving 
exactly as though it were closed. But its capital-labor ratio is b%h above its 
initial value and increasing. Thus, if we were to close the economy from that 
point on, it would move away from, rather than toward, the initial steady state 
of the closed economy. It follows that the initial steady state cannot have been 
globally stable. 
This brief argument captures the essence of the connection between trade 
reversals and instability. But it lacks both rigor and generality and takes for 
granted properties of closed and open growth models that may not be altogether 
obvious. Let us then present our argument more generally and pmcisely. 
3. Proof of aLt%?setiiops 
We begin with a general statement of the two-sector growth model for a 
dosed economy, 
It = I(K, p) - AK, w 
W&P) = 0. m 
Here, K is the economy’s capital-labor ratio, 1’ is ppr capita investment, and E 
is per capita excess supply of the investment good. 2 and E are both ~oathuous 
functions of the -pital-labor ratio ond of the rela-ive price of fhe investment 
good, p. d is the sum of the rates of popufrstfon gr~~wth and depreciation, both 
of wrhich are assumed to occur in constant proporkn to their respective stocks. 
The dot over Kin eq. (1) indicates its time dcrivatib d. 
Eq. (I), then, states that the change in the capital labor ratio equals per capita 
investment minus the decrease in tihe capkti+labor ratio that would occur 
automatic&y due to depreciation and population pow&, Per capita investment 
depends upon the historicaNy determined capital- iabor ratio and on the relative 
price: of the investment good. Eq. (2) determine; that price as that to 
equate supply and demand for the investment g0.A 
The same model can be reinterpreted to descri’le growth of an open cleoraamy, 
by simply taking price as exogenous and drop1 king eq. (21. The 4 .) function 
&en serves to determirr~ per capita exports of th,: investment good. 
The per capita investment and excess supply functions, f( .) and E(. )o ejould 
both be derived from prodktion functions for the two sectors, a 
savings assumption, and the assumptions of ~perfkct competition. 
however, would limit the generality of our r:!sults, since the 
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and (,42). 3 Alternatively we may note that both (Al) and (A2) are themselves 
stability conditions. Assumption (Al) states that excess supply varies directly 
with price, and this is the standard necessary condition for stability of short-run 
market equilibrium. Assumption (A2), on the other hand, is a necessary con- 
dition for stability of steady-state growth for an open economy which is small 
enough to face a fixed world terms of trade.4 Thus, the result we derive will be 
valid not only for the model analyzed by Johnson, but also for a larger class of 
growth models which possess these stability properties.’ 
We wish to show that if an ecomony opens to trade from an autarkic steady 
state, and if its initial direction of trade becomes reversed when it reaches its 
new. steady state with trade, then the initial autarkic steady state cannot have 
been stable. To prove this, we essentially argue backwards, showing that the 
process just described cannot be reversed. That is, we show that if the economy 
reverts to autarky once it is in the free-trade steady state, then it will not return 
to the initial autarkic steady state. Once this is proved, it follows that the initial 
autarkic steady state was not globally stable. 
Thus suppose that the economy begins in a fme-trade steady state, with the 
price of the investment good being@. Since it is in steady state growth, its capital- 
labor ratio is stationary at some KO , which, from eq, (l), must satisfy: 
-we assume that the country actually does trade in this steady state; that is, 
Now suppose that we close the economy. In order to clear the market, price will 
have to change to some p. , such that: 
Z(K,,po) = 0. 0 
KO , with its corresponding p. , is the initial condition for the subsequent growth 
of the closed economy, which will be governed by the dynamic system (1) and 
(2). That system will generate a continuous time path of the capital-labor ratio, 
K(t), as well as a continuous time path for the iprice, p(t). 6 
X,tvnma: Ifp, is greater (less) than p, then p(t) must be gretbter (less) than or 
equal to p for all t. That is : 
(PO -p)[p(t) -p7 2 0, for all t 2 0. 
%I Johnson’s article, both of our assumptions may be observed in his figures 4 and 5. 
Assumption (Al) follows from the movement in opposite directions of the production point and 
the income expansion line, 04, when price changes. (A2) follows from the relative slopes of 
his investment requirements curve, P Q, and his income expansion path, 01, (since ‘required’ 
investment is proportional to the capital stock). (Al) is also explicitly derived in Oniki and 
Uzz~wa (1965, pp. 2425), and both (Al) and (A2) are derived in Vanek (1971, pp. 378-384). 
*See Vanek (1971). Note that it is yet a third stabilitv property that WC intend to relate to 
trade reversals, which is stability of steady-state growth for a closed economy. 
5We discuss several such extensions in our concluding section 4. 
%nce we have as sumed that (2) can be solved forp as a continuous function of K. 
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Sinl3e a comparison of the autarkic market-dearring price with the world price, 
p, inldicates comparative advantage and the direction of potential trade, this 
Lemma says that comparative advantage will not reverse during autarkic growth. 
Tz follows that if there exists an autarkic steady state with opposite comparative 
advantage, that steady state will not be reached by autarkic growth starting from 
K0 and therefore b not globally stable. 
Proof of thelernma: Suppose the contrary. That is, suppose tha,t at some time 
21 > 0% 
(PO -.Fob~4~-P1 < 0, (9 
Then, by continuity, there must be a time t2 ) 0 < t2 -c t1 ) at which 
PW = P- (4) 
Since the economy is closed, 
lqK(t& p] = 0, (7) 
and it follows by comparison with (3a) that 
K(t,) P Ko* (8) 
There are then two cases to consider. First, suppose that K(t,) > Ko. Then 
by (A2) and (39, 
so that, from (I), 
&t,) 6 0. (W 
But K(ta) > K. also implies that R must have been positive at some time prior 
to tz . Thus from continuity again, there exists 2 time t3, 0 < t3 < tzp at which 
z&f,) = 0. (11) 
Now in the dynamic system, (1) and (2), both Rand p are uniquely determined 
by K alone, so that once K stops moving, the entire systczn must remain stationary 
forever afterward. That is, (11) implies that K(t) = K<t,) for all t > t3. But this 
means, since t, > tz 2 t3, that p(tJ = p, contradicting (5). 
The same contradiction follows if K(t,) c K. s as may be seen by simply 
reversing the inequalities (9) and (10). Thus the Lemma is established. 
In our application of the Lemma, we compared the autiuky price with p to 
determine comparative advantage. Since p is the fqze-trade steady-state price, 
this procedure is valid ornly if the ezountry in question is too small to a&t the 
world price. Thus, we have established UE conneation between trade reversals 
and autarkic growth stability only for the case of a small economy. 
In fact, however, the conue4on also holds for a two-country woM in which 
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both countries affect the prices. Assumption (Al) implies that when the two 
countries change from free trade to autarky, their prices must move in opposite 
directions. Thus, the price must fall below p in one country and rise above p in 
the other. Fram the Lemma, the initial qualitative relationship between the two 
countries’ prices will continue throughout autarkic growth. Comparative 
advantage cannot reverse, therefore, during the approach to autarkic steady state. 
It follows that if trade between two countries reverses during the approach to 
fr :e-trade steady state, at least one of the countries must have started from an 
at tarkic steady state that was not globally stable. 
4. Condusion 
We have shown that a reversal of trade can occur during the approach from 
an autarkic steady state to a free-trade steady state, only if the autarkic steady 
state was not globally stable. This result bears obvious resemblance to Samucl- 
son’s Correspondence Principle. ’ Comparison of trade patterns in different 
steady states is essentially a comparative static exercise. Samuelson showed that 
comparative static ambiguities can often be removed by assuming dynamic 
stability. In our case, if we assume that no unstable steady states exist for the 
closed economy, then a reversal of trade during growth of the open economy is 
ruled out. Alternatively, we can merely assume that the country begins in a stable 
steady @ate before trade, whether or not other, unstable, steady states exist. In 
that case, trade reversal is ruled out so long as the price change from autarky 
to free trade is sufficiently small.’ 
Note; however, that this analogy with the Correspondence Principle is not 
perfect. The Principle allows one to rule out certain static changes on the 
grounds th.at the new equilibrium, being unstable, cannot be reached. In our 
case, however, there is nothing to prevent trade reversals from occurring if an 
economydoesmanagetostart from an unstable autarkic steadystute. We havenot 
showh the free-trade growth process to be unstable. On the contrary, our assump- 
‘cion (A2) assures growth stability for the case of a small open economy, and 
in fact two-country growth can also be stable even if one or both of the countries 
possess unstable autarkic steady states. g Instead what we have shown is that 
trade reversals imply instability of autarkic steady states and thus that the initial 
position needed for trade reversal is unlikely. 
‘See Samuelson (1947). 
*SmalI enough, that is, to leave the economy in the neighborhood with respect to which the 
autar kit steady state was locally stable. 
gThe possibility that trade can have a stabilizing effect on growth should not be surprising. 
Vanek (1971) has shown that the steady state of a small open economy with proportional 
savings must be unique and stable, even though the same economy if closed may possess 
unstable steady states. In the case of two countries of comparable size, this possibility is more 
difficult to demonstrate, but can, I believe, be shown by adapting the tools of Oniki and Uzawa 
(1965) to the case of a capital-intensive investment good. 
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We mentioned in discussing assumptions (Al) and (AZ) that they were general 
enough to encompass a larger class of growth models than that analyzed by 
Johnson. We have already shown our result to hold for the two-country exten- 
sion of Johnson’s model. It remains to note severarl other modiiications of his 
model for which our assumptions, and therefore our result, remain valid. 
An obvious candidate for modifi&on in Johnson’s model is the savings 
assumption. If we replace the assumption that savings are proportional to 
income with the popular alternative that they depend only on pr~fits,~~ then it 
can be shown that our assumption (AZ) remains valid, Assumption (Al), 
however, does not. It irs well known that the closed two-sector growth model with 
such ‘classical savings” may, if the investment good is capital-intensive, possess 
unstable short-run market equilibria, thus violating assumption (Al). If, 
however, we also assume that elasticities of subf;titution in production are 
sufficiently large, then as shown by Drandakis (1963, such short-run instability 
is ruled out. Thus our result is valid for a growth model with classical’savin~, so 
long as substitution elasticities are sufliciently large.‘,’ 
Since our res;.& is valid for both proportional and classical savings a;ssump- 
tions, we would expect it also to be valid for a combination of the two. Thus if 
there are separate savings propensities for wage and profit income, then, again 
subject to the qualification regarding substitution elasticities, both assumptions 
(Al) and (A2) remain valid.12 
Alternatively, we could assume savings and investment both to be functions 
of a simultaneously determined rate of interest, as well as income and the return 
to capital. Uzawa (1963) used such an assumption in an extension to his closed 
growth model, though he assumed the investment good to be labor-intensive. 
It should be possible to adapt his formulation, takirg care to assure short-run 
market stability, and obtain a more general model which. satisfies our assump- 
tions. As long as savings, investment, and production of the investment good 
can be determined, in per oa@a terms, as static functions of X andp, Or of other 
variables which depend on K andp, then our eqs. (1)’ and (2) lcorrectly describe 
the model. 
10This assumption was used by Uzawa (1961) in his first treatment of ciosed two-sector 
growth, and has also appeared in the growth and trade literattue as one of the savings assump- 
tions used by Stiglitz (1970). 
1 lAlternatively, we could generalize cmr conclus5zn by saying that trade reversal requires 
either instability of the autarkic steady state or short-run instability of some nutarkic market 
equilibrium. 
l This hybrid savings assumption has been criticized by Pasinetti (1962) as requiring individu- 
als with two sources of home to save differehtly out of each. His alternative of specifying 
savings propensities for groups within the population is attractive, but clearly leads to a 
model different from OWS. His assumption requires explicit consideration of the separat’e 
capital stocks owned by each group, so that a country cannot be described by a single dif- 
fercntial equation such a:; (1). 
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